
{9} All tickets  (151 matches)

Phase 5

Ticket Summary Component Status Resolution Version Type Priority Owner Modified

#22 Installation guide Servers closed fixed Chore Mandatory None 2010-05-28

#120 Show current
YouSource version
in about page

Misc closed fixed Feature Mandatory 2010-05-20

#115 Fix code quality
related
observations from
2nd code review

Misc closed fixed Chore Important 2010-05-28

#122 Usability
improvements to
repository creation
page suggested by
Jukka-Pekka
Santanen

Misc closed fixed Chore [Undecided] 2010-05-18

#121 Usability
improvements to
various pages
suggested by
Jukka-Pekka
Santanen

Misc closed fixed Chore [Undecided] 2010-05-18

#106 User searching
doesn't sometimes
find users by
correct input

User
interface

closed fixed Bug Useful 2010-04-26

#32 Added SSH keys
aren't reported
ready sometimes

Servers closed duplicate Bug [Undecided] 2010-05-10

#116 Go through
Santanen's
observations

Misc closed fixed Chore Useful 2010-05-19

#101 Asynchronous
tasks (like
repository
creation) do not
finish

Servers closed fixed Bug Important 2010-05-14

#105 Events of private
repositories are
shown in project
page

Application
logic

closed fixed Bug Mandatory 2010-05-14

Phase 4

Ticket Summary Component Status Resolution Version Type Priority Owner Modified

#100 The system allows
removing
project/repository's
all admins which
leads to an orphan
project/repository.

Misc closed fixed Bug [Undecided] 2010-04-22
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#80 Show the
abbreviation of
project/repository's
license in lists (5h)

Misc closed fixed Feature Useful 2010-04-19

#87 Possibility to give
zip package as
contents when
creating a
repository

Alternative
update
methods

closed fixed Feature Important 2010-05-06

#78 Removing active
repository causes
repository index
page to be
unusable for 30
minutes (2h)

Repository
browser

closed fixed Bug Important 2010-04-14

#103 Find out the
schedule of the
graphic designers

Misc closed fixed Chore [Undecided] 2010-04-23

#88 Possibility to give
file as contents to
repository

Alternative
update
methods

closed fixed Feature Useful 2010-05-06

#25 Fix avatar adding Servers closed fixed Bug [Undecided] 2010-04-15

#89 Clarify SSH-key
hint

User
interface

closed fixed task Useful 2010-04-14

#104 Update the looks
with the material
delivered by the
graphic designers

Misc closed fixed Chore Useful 2010-04-23

#96 Create events for
automatic
repository updates

Application
logic

closed fixed Bug [Undecided] 2010-04-23

#84 Connect YouSource
web application to
THK/Korppi LDAP
(30h)

Servers closed fixed Feature Mandatory 2010-04-19

#97 SSH key adding in
background isn't
informed in UI

Misc closed fixed Bug [Undecided] 2010-04-23

#66 Browsing the tree
of a branch that
has slashes in its
name fails

Repository
browser

closed fixed Bug [Undecided] 2010-04-16

#99 Automatic
exception reporter
includes password
to request details
that are sent to
developers

Misc closed fixed Bug Mandatory 2010-04-20

#46 View/modify
access rights to be
separated in 4
categories (30h)

Misc closed fixed 1.1 Feature Mandatory 2010-04-23

#98 Create document
of using
KorppiLDAP in

Misc closed fixed Chore [Undecided] 2010-04-19
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YouSource

#83 A button that
shows repository's
getting started
message (1h)

User
interface

closed fixed Feature Useful 2010-05-06

#39 Activity feeds
should be
accessible to the
world

Servers closed wontfix Feature Useful 2010-04-23

#35 Lisensing: make it
possible to assign
lisense more
accurately than 1
per project (3h)

Application
logic

closed fixed Feature Important 2010-04-16

Phase 3

Ticket Summary Component Status Resolution Version Type Priority Owner Modified

#76 Creating
repository without
description
crashes without
reason

Application
logic

closed fixed Bug Mandatory 2010-04-09

#71 Single script for
restarting
YouSource

Servers closed fixed task Mandatory 2010-04-07

#42 Timezone trouble? Servers closed fixed Bug [Undecided] None 2010-04-09

#45 Investigate how
to import groups
from Korppi

Misc closed fixed Chore Useful 2010-04-09

#17 Possibility to
perform
repository's
instant update
using a file
package

Alternative
update
methods

closed fixed 1.1 Feature Mandatory 2010-04-07

#47 Leave space for
external
authentication on
registering &
logon

Misc closed fixed Feature Mandatory 2010-04-09

#56 [#17] Index page
for repository's
instant updating

Alternative
update
methods

closed fixed 1.1 task Mandatory 2010-04-07

#72 Creating a new
repository with a
bad name fails
with an
uninformative
message

Application
logic

closed fixed Bug [Undecided] 2010-04-09

Phase 2

Ticket Summary Component Status Resolution Version Type Priority Owner Modifie
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#3 The default
repository must
be created
automatically

Application
logic

closed fixed 1.0 Feature Mandatory 2010-0

#10 Invent a way to
make a
commit+push
as a spesific
user

Application
logic

closed fixed 1.0 task Mandatory None 2010-0

#52 Getting Started
-message could
be more
informative for
a git-newbie

Misc closed fixed 1.0 Bug Mandatory 2010-0

#69 Start watching
button is shown
in repository
page when not
logged in

Repository
browser

closed fixed Bug Important verso@korppi.jyu.fi 2010-0

#70 Repository
page is broken
at versotest

Servers closed fixed Bug Mandatory 2010-0

#55 Investigate how
the visibility of
a repository
can be limited

Misc closed fixed Chore Mandatory verso@korppi.jyu.fi 2010-0

#54 Repo browser
lists project
name slugs,
not project
names

Misc closed fixed Bug [Undecided] 2010-0

#64 Real names Misc closed fixed Feature Mandatory 2010-0

#50 Possibility to
make
repository to be
a mirror of a
file package
URL

Alternative
update
methods

closed fixed 1.1 Feature Mandatory 2010-0

#30 Possibility to
make
repository to be
a mirror of a
SVN repository

Alternative
update
methods

closed fixed 1.1 Feature Important 2010-0

#33 Plan the
login/email for
users to use

Misc closed fixed 1.0 task Mandatory 2010-0

#61 [#17,#50]
Something that
can update
repository
contents with a
file package

Alternative
update
methods

closed fixed 1.1 task Mandatory 2010-0

#57 [#30,#50] Add
repository's
automated

Alternative
update
methods

closed fixed 1.1 task Mandatory 2010-0
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updating
settings to
repository
settings page
(mirroring)

#62 [#30,#50]
Mirror
repositories
(new kind)

Alternative
update
methods

closed fixed 1.1 task Mandatory 2010-0

#65 Getting started
message is
inconsistent

Misc closed fixed Bug [Undecided] 2010-0

#44 Repository /
Getting started
message should
be shown after
creation

Application
logic

closed fixed 1.0 Bug [Undecided] 2010-0

#26 Investigate if it
would be
possible to
create a project
via push

Misc closed fixed Chore Important 2010-0

#7 [#51]
Repository
details WWW
interface has to
update Git repo
itself, not DB

Metafiles closed fixed 1.0 task Mandatory 2010-0

#59 [#30,#50] New
model to
contain
automatically
updated
repository
settings

Alternative
update
methods

closed fixed 1.1 task Mandatory 2010-0

#4 [#51]
Implement Git
hook to check
if metadata is
valid

Metafiles closed fixed 1.0 task Mandatory None 2010-0

#60 [#30]
Something that
updates
repository
object with SVN
URL

Alternative
update
methods

closed fixed 1.1 task Mandatory 2010-0

#51 Repository
metafiles to be
in repository
itself

Metafiles closed fixed 1.0 Feature Mandatory 2010-0

#27 Investigate
what steps
would be
required for git
protocol
authentication

Misc closed fixed Chore Useful 2010-0
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via kerberos

#19 [#50] Add
WWW interface
to schedule
automatic
updating from
a ZIP/URL

Alternative
update
methods

closed fixed 1.1 task Mandatory 2010-0

#18 [#17,#50] ZIP
updating: Way
to
automatically
update+commit
to bare
repository
contents with
given package

Alternative
update
methods

closed fixed 1.1 task Mandatory 2010-0

Phase 1

Ticket Summary Component Status Resolution Version Type Priority Owner Modified

#49 Add a "create new
project"
button/link to
Projects page

Misc closed fixed 1.0 task [Undecided] 2010-03-11

#8 Add link to the
repository browser
to web site's
header bar

Repository
browser

closed fixed 1.0 Feature Mandatory 2010-03-10

#2 Change server
address to
yousource

Servers closed fixed 1.0 task Left out None 2010-03-05

#48 Change the logo
on the 404 page
to YouSource

Misc closed fixed 1.0 task [Undecided] 2010-03-11

#20 [#51] Repository
metafiles to be
created when
repository is
created

Metafiles closed fixed 1.0 task Mandatory 2010-03-12

#11 Create working
init scripts to VM
server

Servers closed fixed 1.0 task Useful None 2010-03-10

#21 Add user accounts
for Tirronen /
Nieminen

Misc closed fixed 1.0 Chore Mandatory 2010-03-12

#13 Repositories
should not be
created in
/home/git

Servers closed fixed 1.0 task Important None 2010-03-01

#24 Creating projects
does not work

Misc closed fixed 1.0 Bug Mandatory 2010-03-03

#5 [#51] Implement
YAML metafile
reader

Metafiles closed fixed 1.0 task Mandatory None 2010-03-12
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#43 Can't push -
Access denied

Misc closed fixed 1.0 Bug [Undecided] 2010-03-09

#15 Mail address for
test users to
contact

Misc closed fixed 1.0 task Useful 2010-03-11

#14 MySQL database
backupping

Servers closed fixed 1.0 task Important None 2010-03-05

#16 Configure mailing
system to VM
server

Servers closed fixed 1.0 task Important None 2010-03-10

#12 Check that logging
works in VM
server

Servers closed fixed 1.0 task Useful None 2010-03-10

#6 [#51] Implement
Gitorious
repository DB
detail updater

Metafiles closed fixed 1.0 task Mandatory None 2010-03-12

#9 Repository index
page

Repository
browser

closed fixed 1.0 Feature Mandatory 2010-03-10

Ticket Summary Component Status Resolution Version Type Priority Owner Modified

#139 Allow more
characters in team
names

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-26

#75 Possibility to add
labels/categories to
repositories (8h)

Repository
browser

new None Feature Useful 2010-04-12

#145 Team members
page: remove
emails

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-26

#148 Manage
collaborators page:
add link to add a
new collaborator at
the bottom

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-26

#102 Adding a viewer
sends a message
about having added
a committer

User
interface

new None Bug [Undecided] 2010-04-22

#140 Allow updating of
team name

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-26

#142 Add a new member
to a team page:
replace the
drop-down menu
with a radio button

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-26

#114 Possibility to
remove a team

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-14

#143 Team members
page: add link to
team page at the
bottom

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-26

#144 Team members
page: team role
editing radio button

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-26
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#117 Add flash notices to
singe file upload
and zip upload

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-14

#81 Gitorious cannot
show tag contents
(1h)

Repository
browser

new None Feature Left out 2010-04-13

#149 Project attribute: a
list of accepted
lisences for repos

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-27

#119 Tree browser: item
details aren't
always shown

Repository
browser

new None Bug Useful 2010-05-28

#68 Replace
stompserver with
Apache ActiveMQ

Misc new None Wish Useful 2010-03-26

#107 Update with zip:
show an error
message when
url/path of zip
wrong

Alternative
update
methods

new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-31

#28 Gitorious fails when
a repository does
not contain a
master branch

Misc new None Bug [Undecided] 2010-05-28

#93 Repository cannot
be deleted if there
is personal clones
of it

Application
logic

new None Bug [Undecided] 2010-04-14

#29 Editing of text
based files through
the WWW interface
(9h)

Misc new None Feature Useful 2010-04-12

#37 Certification: add
an option to mark a
user as
certificator/trusted
(10h)

Application
logic

new None Feature Useful 2010-04-12

#111 Un unncessary
commit is created if
an existing single
file is added to
repository with UI

Alternative
update
methods

new None Bug [Undecided] 2010-05-28

#36 Commenting: add
possibility to
comment source
code files

Application
logic

new None Feature Useful 2010-04-12

#94 Add "How to get
started" button to
user home that
shows if the user
has no projects

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-04-14

#123 Your favorites page
buttons should look
different

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-18
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#150 Find out why the
atom feed of a user
gives an error

Misc new None None task [Undecided] 2010-05-31

#31 Email updating: add
an option to update
a repository via
email

Alternative
update
methods

new None Feature Useful 2010-03-12

#82 Add possibility to
compare differences
in any two commits

User
interface

new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-04-12

#95 Adding a member
to a project results
in adding the user
to a team

Application
logic

new None Bug [Undecided] 2010-04-15

#124 Show members of
the owning team on
project sidebar

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-19

#53 Add a bigger and
clearer "create a
new project" button
to user's dashboard.

Misc new None task [Undecided] 2010-03-26

#110 Highlight
repository's missing
license

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-04-29

#125 Activities page
crashes if an active
project is removed

Misc new None Bug [Undecided] 2010-05-19

#131 Sorting functions to
repositories page

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-19

#126 Main content left
margin should be
static

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-19

#108 Possibility to share
files with YouSource

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-04-29

#40 Possibility to accept
merge requests
(?h)

Application
logic

new None Feature Useful 2010-04-12

#127 Place event
headings to the
start of the event
and make them not
look like buttons

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-19

#38 Certification: add a
WWW interface that
enables certification
of source code
(15h)

Application
logic

new None Feature Useful 2010-04-12

#85 Authenticate
YouSource Git users
with Kerberos (20h)

Misc new None Feature Important 2010-05-06

#128 Possibility to search
for users

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-19

#23 Adjust terms of
service to be

Misc new None Feature Useful 2010-04-13
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compatible to JYU
policy (2h)

#112 Do not require SSH
key before it's
actually needed

Application
logic

new None Feature Important 2010-05-06

#86 Change email
confirmation
message header

Misc new None task [Undecided] 2010-04-12

#129 Possibility to search
for teams

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-19

#130 Sorting functions to
projects page

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-19

#132 Users page listing
all the site users

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-19

#133 A widard that first
creates a project
and then a
repository

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-19

#134 SVN mirroring not
working

Misc new None Bug Important 2010-05-24

#135 After removing a
team member he
still can create a
repository to the
team's project

Misc new None Bug Important 2010-05-25

#90 Add a hint to
project slug field

Misc new None Wish Useful 2010-05-28

#91 Update getting
started message

Misc new None Wish Useful 2010-05-28

#136 Sorting functions to
teams page

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-26

#141 Add a new member
to a team page:
allow multiple
additions at once

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-26

#118 Possibility to
remove a single file
from repository

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-14

#137 Teams page: add
the number of
projects of teams

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-26

#146 Add possibility to
give ownership to
several users or
teams

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-26

#147 Allow updating the
owner of
repository/project

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-26

#138 Create a new team
page: improve
usability

Misc new None Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-26

#113 A badly formed
project's home URL
crashes the

Misc closed fixed Bug [Undecided] 2010-05-06
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project's page

#58 Push forbidden for
mirrored
repositories

Alternative
update
methods

closed invalid Wish Useful 2010-04-01

#77 Change the
dashboard+profile
to be like in
Facebook

User
interface

closed fixed Wish Important 2010-05-27

#63 Possibility to delete
repositories/projects

Misc closed invalid Wish Mandatory 2010-04-06

#79 Hide projects
without licenses
(4h)

Application
logic

closed fixed Feature Left out 2010-05-27

#67 Possibility to resend
the activation email

Application
logic

closed invalid Wish [Undecided] 2010-04-01

#41 Write "About
YouSource" page

Misc closed fixed 1.0 task Mandatory 2010-04-12

#73 Enable project's
Wiki as one of the
project repositories
(1h)

Misc closed fixed Feature Useful 2010-06-01

#109 Update with zip:
Add possibility to
give commit
message

Alternative
update
methods

closed fixed Wish Useful 2010-06-01

#151 The getting started
message is not
shown for new
repositories

Misc closed fixed None Bug Important 2010-06-15

#74 Git repositories to
be linked in THK
home directory,
e.g. accessible in
Jalava

Servers closed invalid Wish Useful 2010-04-01

#34 Visibility: add an
option to change
repository/project
visibility (to i.e.
private)

Application
logic

closed invalid Feature Important 2010-04-12

#92 Add team
descriptions to
teams page

User
interface

closed fixed Wish [Undecided] 2010-05-31

None

Ticket Summary Component Status Resolution Version Type Priority Owner Modified

#1 Summary (TEST) Misc closed invalid defect Useful somebody 2010-03-08
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